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Low-Income Housing Tax Credit Showcase

Historic Housing in
Vermont Gets
LIHTC Boost

H

Historic Bennington, Vt., got a boost to its affordable housing
stock with the opening of the Roaring Branch Apartments in
2012. The dual-site development consists of seven new duplex
buildings on North Branch Street and the redevelopment of
three buildings into 12 apartments on Benmont Avenue, about
a mile away. The result is 26 affordable rental homes financed
with the low-income housing tax credit (LIHTC).

produced everything from paisley
shawls and cotton underwear to
knitting needles and gunpowder
machinery. “This project represents
the transformation at the Benmont
site of what was workforce housing
in 1965 to what is workforce
housing today,” said Housing
Vermont vice president for asset
management and partner relations
Kenn Sassorossi.
Since the development received
federal historic rehabilitation tax
credits (HTCs), renovations adhered
to preservation standards. The
redevelopment expanded the square

“There are an alarming number

integrate with the surrounding

footage of the homes by increasing

of people in Bennington who pay

homes. “Our design was based on

the second floor toward the back

more than 50 percent of their income

what was existing,” said Broderick.

of the building by about 15 feet.

for rent,” said John Broderick,

“We did so in a way that will help

Developers also added new washer

executive director of Regional

encourage reinvestment in the rest

and dryer hookups.

Affordable Housing Corporation,

of the neighborhood.”

the local developer. “The rental stock

That site consists of seven

“We were able to restore some
of the earliest buildings constructed

had deteriorated [in Bennington],

farmhouse-style duplexes, each

in Bennington to their original

but bringing 26 rental homes that are

with its own entrance, parking

beauty and charm and at the same

brand new and newly rehabilitated

and yard. About a mile away

time, expand the housing stock with

helps upgrade the whole market.”

on Benmont Avenue is the

attractive, energy-efficient buildings

rest of the development: three

that would serve residents for

Branch to be located within the

National Register Historic District

posterity,” said Broderick.

town limits due to local sensitivity

buildings, built in the mid-19th

about sprawl and expansion into

century as tenement housing for

occupied within four months of

farmland, and developers found

workers of a nearby mill which

competition. ;

It was crucial for Roaring

Both sites were fully

a vacant lot and former logging
area near the outskirts of town
that still had access to water and
sewer lines. That became the
North Branch Street site of Roaring
Branch.
RAHC and Housing Vermont
built duplexes, rather than
multifamily buildings, to better
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FINANCING

 $533,000 in HOME funds
 $500,000 Vermont Housing & Conservation Bond grant
 $434,000 in HTCs with Bank of Bennington as investor
 $395,000 in LIHTCs with TD Bank as investor
 $52,000 U.S. Department of Energy grant
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